
Build Continuously
Automatic Android images 
with every  change in the 
codebase.

Update Easily
Over-The-Air (OTA) 
Updates for deployed 
Android devices.

Troubleshoot Remotely
Help clients quickly and 
ensure smooth  device 
operation.

Build Lasting Android Products.

Easily build Android™-based 
products at scale, keep them 
secure with OTA updates and 
manage them remotely. 
Emteria supports your custom 
or off-the-shelf hardware. 

Emteria Device Hub is a powerful cloud platform for 
developers and product managers. Configure and build 
Android images that perfectly fit your requirements. Scale 
an image to thousands of devices with just a few clicks. 
By regularly integrating the latest security patches, IoT 
products are kept safe and secure.

Besides OS configuration and OTA updates, Device 
Hub enables remote management and monitoring 
for every single device. With Device Hub you can 
build future-proof solutions that integrate updates 
as part of the product. 

How Does the emteria Device Hub Work?



The wide range of developer options and easy  configurability of emterias Android OS 
enabled us to  significantly  reduce time to  market for our GSD 350. The  cooperation with 
emteria also  allows us to leverage cost advantages.
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Advantages of the emteria Device Hub

OTA Update Management
Rollout Android OS updates to a fleet 
of devices - automatically, phased or 
scheduled – fully remote. Shipped products 
will never be outdated anymore. 

App Management
Host and distribute custom and 3rd-party 
apps for your devices remotely with a 
private application repository and F-Droid. 
Vulnerability Monitoring
Get warned about known CVEs, be 
informed about existing patches and 
prioritize your updates. Stay one step 
ahead of the attacker. 

Mobile Device Management
Role-based management, monitoring and 
troubleshooting of Android devices from 
the Device Hub dashboard – no matter 
where you and your devices are. 

Data Governance
Your Android image is available only for 
your company. Ensure independence from 
Google and full sovereignty over your 
device and user data.

Contact Us

sales@emteria.com
emteria.com

Automatic Android Builds
Configure and automatically build Android 
images including latest security patches, 
important fixes and new product features.  

Ready for 
Tomorrow? 
We help you build future-proof 
Android products.
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